Kang-Xuan English Textbook for Junior High Schools: Book 6 Lesson Five
They Are the Bears That Have White V-shapes on Their Chests
Class: _________ Name:___________

Formosan Black Bears
Name

Formosan Black Bears

Nickname
Hight
Weight

Male: 160-174 cm
Male: 70kg

Female:
Female:60-110 kg

cm

Food
Home
Be Good At

An Amazing Animal—Polar Bears
Adapted from p.34, Objective Key Student’s Book, Cambridge English

Part A Please guess the answers to the questions as following.
1. Polar bears live in
a.) The Arctic.
b.) Antarctica.

2. Polar bears have
a.) white skin.
b.) black skin.

3. Polar bears usually eat
a.) fish.
b.) people.

4. Polar bears are about
a.) three meters long.
b.) six meters long.

5. Polar bears are the
size of
a.) a car.
b.) a bus.

6. Polar bears usually
have
a.) one baby.
b.) two babies.

7. Polar bears have their
cubs every
a.) two years.

8. Polar bears usually
live
a.) in family groups.

9. Polar bears are
a.) in danger.
b.) not in danger.

b.) three years.

b.) alone.
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Part B

Please read the article to see if you were right.

The polar bear got its name because it spends most of its time in the Arctic.
is also called by other names, for example, white bear or ice bear.
where polar bears live.

It

It is very cold

The temperature is very often as low as -45℃.

The polar bear is the largest meat-eating animal on land. The male weighs
from 350 to 650 kg and he is two and a half to three meters long—almost as long as a
car.

A polar bear’s skin is black but its fur has no color—it looks white when the sun

shines on the ice.
swimmer.

It has big feet so it can stand easily on the ice.

It is a very good

When a polar bear gets out of the sea, it shakes water from its fur like a

dog or it removes the water by rolling on the ice.
The polar bear likes to live alone.
day because it needs to find food.

It walks long distances, sometimes 30 km a

The bear eats fish and it also enjoys seal meat.

It

goes swimming or lies in the sun shen it isn’t looking for food!
The female bear usually has two babies once every three years.

The babies, or

cubs, are born in November. Sometimes the cubs die in their first year because they
have an accident or they don’t get enough food to eat.

If they live, they stay with

their mother for nearly two years and then they must leave her to go and live alone on
the ice. There are only about 20,000 polar bears alive today.

The area where you

find them has many problems because the ice is becoming thinner or disappearing.
Polar bears need your help.
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Part C Please make at least five comparative sentences to compare Formosan
Black Bears and Polar Bears.

Ex: Formosan Black Bears are smaller than Polar Bears.
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________
Share your own comparative senteces with your partner. If the sentences your
partner make are different from yours, please write them down.
6. __________________________________________________________________
7. __________________________________________________________________
8. __________________________________________________________________
9. __________________________________________________________________
10. __________________________________________________________________
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Part D

Please copy the reading of Polar Bears to rewrite a short writing about
Formosan Black Bears. (Homework)

The Formosan Black Bear got its name because__________________________
__________________________.

It is also called by other names, for example,

______________because _______________________________________________.
The Formosan Black Bear is the largest meat-eating animal _______________.
The male weighs from _______ to _______ kg and he is ________________ meters
long—almost as long as a _______.

And the female bear weighs from _______ to

_______ kg and she is ________________ meters long.

A polar bear’s skin is black

and _______________________________________________________on the chest.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Besides, the bear eats___________________________________________________.
The female bear usually has _________________________________________.
The babies, or cubs, are born in __________.

They stay with their mother for nearly

___________________ and then they must leave her to go and live alone in the forest.
There are only about ________________________ Formosan Black bears alive today.
Because _____________________________________________________________,
Formosan Black bears need your help.
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Part E

Please read the timeline of Jane Goodall’s Life and the World.

Adapted from p.104-105, Who is Jane Goodall, Edwards, Roberta and Campbell,
Cassandra, Listening Library
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Part F Please read the articales below.
Adapted from p.1-3, Who is Jane Goodall, Edwards, Roberta and Campbell,
Cassandra, Listening Library
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Part G

Please make a mind map about Jane Goodall and then share your mind
map with your partners.

Photo →www.wholefoodsmarket.com
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Part H

After watching the video on the web, please read the articale and
answer the questions.

Protect Paradise: An Animation about Palm Oil
Adapted from Youtube(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0o6WHN4NDTk)
There is a good chance that you use palm oil every day without even knowing
about it.

It’s an ingredient in products as diverse a shampoo, toothpaste, chocolate,

and detergent, and even sometimes used in the fuel in our cars.
everywhere.

It’s virtually

But some palm oil has a dirty secret—Forest destruction.

rainforests are being cleared to make way for palm oil plantations.
treasure chest of biodiversity.

Indonesia’s

Indonesia is a

It is home to up to 15 percent of all known species of

plants, mammals and birds. But their homes are disappearing with as few as 400
Sumatran tigers left in the wild.

The lives of millions of Indonesians who depend on

the forests are also changing beyond recognition from land conflicts to forest fires and
displacement. And that’s not to mention the impact forest destruction has on our
climate.

Indonesia’s peat lands are vast, storing about 35 billion tons of carbon.

When they’re drained, burned and replaced by plantations, the conditions are set for
devastating forest fires and the stored carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere.
So that’s what we risk if forests are destroyed. But how does this affect you?
oil plantations sell their palm oil fruit to traders.

Palm

From there, it’s sold to huge

corporations that make products we find on our supermarket shelves. This is how
dirty palm oil is laundered through global markets. But tiger and forest friendly
palm oil is possible. The world’s biggest trader has already committed to sustainable
palm oil and other big brands are following suit by cleaning up their supply chains.
You have the power to make it happen. Remember those household brands you use?
Well, it’s time they made a commitment to be tiger and forest friendly.
movement to protect paradise.
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Join the

1. What’s the main idea about the reading?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
2. Why does some palm oil have a dirty secret? What’s the secret?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
3. In this reading, what does the word “biodiversity” mean?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
4. What does the forest destruction in Indonesia affect?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
5. What can you do to be tiger and forest friendly?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
6. How does the dirty palm oil come into our daily life? Please use some steps to
discribe it.
a. ________________________________________________________________
b. ________________________________________________________________
c. ________________________________________________________________
d. ________________________________________________________________
e. ________________________________________________________________
f. ________________________________________________________________
g. ________________________________________________________________
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